
HOUSE RENOVATION AND EXTENSION
Mr and Mrs Coulston had their house extended and fully renovated by BG Construction. The side extension 
allowed for a new open-plan kitchen-diner with large living room and a new master bedroom suite, complete with 
walk-in wardrobes and designer ensuite. The front extension, above an existing downstairs room, increased the 
number of bedrooms to five. 

A start-of-the-art Lightwave lighting system and Nest Thermostat were installed. Other internal works included: 
kitchen installation, new bathrooms, underfloor heating (to the downstairs and bathrooms), plumbing, electrics, 
window replacements and decorations. External works included: a new driveway and patio.
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“We initially met with five developers. Upon meeting BG 
Construction and after visiting one of their previous projects, 
we felt they were the right people to help us, as we saw the 
attention to detail on their previous jobs and heard directly 
from other customers how nice the team was to work with.

The project ran smoothly, always on time. In fact, everyone 
turned up so punctually we could have set our watches by 
them. We knew exactly what was going on at every stage, as 
the project manager was on site every single day. The whole 
team massively exceeded our expectations.

We heard from our architect that picking a construction 
company is sometimes demonstrated by a triangle 
illustration, with time, cost and quality in each corner. He 
said that you normally would expect one element to be 
lower than the others, but BG Construction offer the 
perfect triangle—with no compromising on any elements of 
the job.

We would highly recommend their services to all. They’ve 
delivered above what we asked for, on time, for a fair price, 
and the works were completed to exceptionally high 
standards.”

Mr and Mrs Coulston 
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